Big Healeys and Jaguar XKs are fantastic machines that, for some drivers, benefit from a few extra tweaks. These two show just how good it can get.
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The two cars featured are modified, with the aim of ironing out the more inconvenient, uncomfortable or potentially dangerous flaws. As standard, the Jaguar is much more civilised and by far the better car in engineering terms, but it’s less exciting to drive. A Healey, iconic and wonderful as it is, is deeply flawed, but its more basic structure and those rough edges in many ways add to its character. Now you can probably see where this is leading. The two cars featured are modified, with the aim of ironing out the more inconvenient, uncomfortable or potentially dangerous flaws, without losing the character. It’s a well-trodden path, but thinking has changed over the last few years on what works and what doesn’t, and the Healey in particular represents a significant advance on modified Healeys of old.

First difference: it’s a works rally replica! The accepted route to Big Healey tweakery over the past decades has been to go for the lairy side-exit exhaust, whopping carburettors, big wheels, bonnet vents and a works-style hardtop, all topped off with the obligatory red-and-white machine it becomes! Not a rally replica, not even a 1055 copy, but an S lookalike with clever tweaks that genuinely improve the driving experience. By starting with a better engineered car, it takes fewer tweaks to iron out the XK120’s inherent flaws – and then what a fantastic machine it becomes!
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five-speed gearbox in place of the recalcitrant old Moss four-speeder. Yes, you lose a bit of character by ditching the four-speeder, but in this case character is hard work and the five-speed transforms long-distance runs.

And that means that we’re comparing the Healey with a car that was already better at touring, and is now better still. Mmm, it’s lucky then that the Healey has a few tricks of its own up its intake.

The modifications to this CapeSport 100 began at ground level because when Cape start with a basic Healey shell they add the touches that, if we’re honest, the factory should have sorted in the first place. But then they had been stretched to capacity in moving from prototype to Austin production line in a mere eight months (and that’s in addition to preparing cars for Le Mans and the Mille Miglia as well as a Stateside promotional tour). Some going for a tiny team.

An extra bulkhead comes first. By welding in a second skin between engine and cockpit, and sandwiching high-tech heat insulation in-between, the notorious heat soak that can make long-distance Healey drives so uncomfortable is virtually eliminated. Extra heat shields around the engine bay are added later, along with a Derrington exhaust system that has heat shields built in, louvres are cut into the bonnet to allow hot air to escape and there’s a 100S-type front shroud that provides extra air intakes.

The extra bulkhead layer also hides the bulk of the wiring loom, making for a remarkably tidy-looking engine bay. The theme continues with the custom-made alloy air box and cold air feed, alloy catch tanks, Aeroquip hosing and the remote reservoirs for brake and clutch systems mounted neatly on the bulkhead.

Now if you’re Healey through and through you might have spotted a discrepancy in the statement above, because the standard clutch is rod and lever-operated. Cape converts it to hydraulic operation to make it lighter and smoother to use. The brakes are converted to dual circuit for safety – you’ll just spot the twin reservoirs in the corner of the picture above.

It’s these relatively minor touches that make all the difference, and they continue throughout the car: cable-operated throttle in...
place of the sloppy old rod linkage; alternator and high-ratio starter; lockable stowage boxes behind the seats where the twin six-volt batteries used to sit; and a collapsible steering column for peace of mind.

A typical rally replica Healey wouldn’t have these touches and we wouldn’t have had to wait this long to have mentioned its engine. But of course we all like a bit of extra power, and the secret to power in the four-cylinder Healey is to make it spin faster, so Cape’s first step is to lighten and balance the bottom end and fit a high-volume oil pump. The camshaft is based on the profile of the six-cylinder works rally-spec cam, while the carburettors are H6 M-spec twin SU’s, not a gulping great Weber. This being the ultimate CapeSport, it’s been topped off with a gasflowed alloy cylinder head.

The tweakery continues onto the brakes and suspension, with discs all round, negative camber front wishbones, a front anti-roll bar, a stronger Panhard rod and anti-tramp bars at the rear, and telescopic dampers at all four corners.

Clearly it’s time to see what difference all these modifications make. It’s certainly an evocative car to sit in, with Cape’s neat bucket seats and exact replicas of 100S aeroscreens and steering wheel providing all the right cues.

It feels so together, so much sharper than a stock 100. Everything seems unusually precise, and the responsiveness of the engine just reinforces the immediacy of the experience. It’s impossible to resist nipping up and down through the gears, accelerating and braking unnecessarily hard, bowling into corners at hooligan speeds and emerging with a fast-beating heart and a fly-splattered grin. In short, it’s a lot of fun!

The XK120, on the other hand, is altogether more gentlemanly. Not boring by any means, but sitting up higher in the cockpit, with a torquier engine up front and a little more weight to keep in check, means that you don’t tend to get quite as silly in the Jaguar. But what a lovely car, a fine example of how intelligent modifications can notably improve an already fine machine.

Wouldn’t it be great to own both?

Thanks to Cape International, www.cape-international.com, +44 (0) 1676 542292, Guy Broad Parts, www.guybroad.co.uk, +44 (0)1676 541980 and Terry Heyes.